Semantic preview benefit in reading is an elusive and controversial effect because empirical studies do not always (but sometimes) find evidence for it. Its presence seems to depend on (at least) the language being read, visual properties of the text (e.g., initial letter capitalization), the type of relationship between preview and target, and as shown here, semantic constraint generated by the prior sentence context. Schotter (2013) reported semantic preview benefit for synonyms, but not semantic associates when the preview/target was embedded in a neutral sentence context. In Experiment 1, we embedded those same previews/targets into constrained sentence contexts and in Experiment 2 we replicated the effects reported by Schotter (2013; in neutral sentence contexts) and Experiment 1 (in constrained contexts) in a within-subjects design. In both experiments, we found an early (i.e., first-pass) apparent preview benefit for semantically associated previews in constrained contexts that went away in late measures (e.g., total time). These data suggest that sentence constraint (at least as manipulated in the current study) does not operate by making a single word form expected, but rather generates expectations about what kinds of words are likely to appear. Furthermore, these data are compatible with the assumption of the E-Z Reader model that early oculomotor decisions reflect ''hedged bets'' that a word will be identifiable and, when wrong, lead the system to identify the wrong word, triggering regressions.
Introduction
Recently, researchers have debated whether, and to what extent, readers obtain semantic preview benefit from the upcoming word during reading (Hohenstein & Kliegl, 2014; Hohenstein, Laubrock, & Kliegl, 2010; Rayner, 2009; Rayner, Schotter, & Drieghe, 2014; Schotter, 2013; Schotter, Angele, & Rayner, 2012; Yan, Richter, Shu, & Kliegl, 2009; Yang, Wang, Tong, & Rayner, 2010) . Semantic preview benefit refers to the phenomenon in the boundary paradigm (Rayner, 1975) in which reading times on a fixated target word are faster when a preview word previously in its location (i.e., before it was fixated) is semantically related to the target, compared to unrelated. Semantic preview benefit is controversial because its presence varies depending on which language is tested; originally, semantic preview benefit was not observed in English (Rayner, Balota, & Pollatsek, 1986; but was observed in German (Hohenstein & Kliegl, 2014; Hohenstein et al., 2010) and Chinese (Yan, Zhou, Shu, & Kliegl, 2012; Yan et al., 2009; Yang, 2013; Yang et al., 2010) . The inconsistency with which semantic preview benefit is observed raises the issue of, not whether it is real, but rather what conditions are necessary and sufficient for it to be http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jml.2015.04.005 0749-596X/Ó 2015 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
observed, which will potentially lead us to a better understanding of the reading process as a whole.
Recently, Schotter (2013) did find evidence for semantic preview benefit in English, but only when the preview and target were synonyms (e.g., start-begin), not if they only shared an associative semantic relationship (e.g., readybegin). Furthermore, tested whether an orthographic property that differs between English and German (i.e., capitalization of the first letter of nouns) might partially explain these cross-language differences. They found that, in English, initial letter capitalization increased the magnitude of preview benefit generally, and led to semantic preview benefit (for similar effects in German, see Hohenstein & Kliegl, 2014) .
One of the reasons semantic preview benefit is controversial is because many researchers presume that firm evidence for its presence would either be incompatible with the E-Z Reader model (a serial attention shift model of oculomotor control in reading) or would only be possible under very specific and rare circumstances (Hohenstein & Kliegl, 2014) . However, Schotter, Reichle, and Rayner (2014) used E-Z Reader to simulate the data from Schotter (2013) and demonstrated that semantic preview benefit is not incompatible with its architecture. The components of the model can be grouped into five broad categories: (1) pre-attentive visual processing, which occurs for multiple words so long as they are within the limits of the perceptual span; (2) two serial stages of lexical processing (L 1 is an early, cursory stage and L 2 is a late, full identification stage); (3) attention allocation; (4) post-lexical integration of word meanings; and (5) two stages of saccade programming (M 1 , which is labile (cancellable) followed by M 2 , which is non-labile). The completion of the first lexical processing stage (L 1 ) initiates both the second stage (L 2 ) and the beginning of saccade programming (M 1 ). Thus, because saccade programming is triggered by the completion of only cursory lexical processing, these saccade decisions are considered ''dumb'' in that they are not initiated based on complete lexical identification of the word. The model accounts for preview benefit by means of the relative timing of the completion of lexical processing on the current word and the saccade away from it. For example, saccade programming requires about 125 ms from the start of planning until execution; if the completion of lexical identification (i.e., L 2 , which is initiated at the same time as saccade programming) occurs before this time, attention shifts to the upcoming word and begins cursory lexical processing (i.e., L 1 ) on the upcoming word before the eyes move to it.
Schotter et al. took a new perspective on modeling the boundary paradigm, with the E-Z Reader model and thus a new consideration of how parafoveal processing influences the reading process. Specifically, they used the model to estimate how far into lexical processing of the parafoveal word the model had progressed. In the simulations of Schotter's (2013) data, the model estimated that preprocessing of the preview had reached the L 2 stage of the model (i.e., semantic processing) a modest but nontrivial 8% of the time. Importantly, although not discussed by Schotter et al. (2014) , a corollary of this finding is that in these cases the model had also reached the stage of saccade programming away from the parafoveal word because the end of the L 1 stage initiates both the start of L 2 and the start of M 1 (i.e., saccade programming). We will return to this idea in the General Discussion.
Given that the other languages that demonstrate semantic preview benefit did not exclusively use synonym previews, the type of semantic relationship cannot be the only explanation of cross-language differences. Schotter (2013; see also Laubrock & Hohenstein, 2012) suggested that these cross-language differences in the presence of semantic preview benefit might be explained by differences in orthography; languages with an orthography that is shallow (e.g., German) or non-alphabetic (e.g., Chinese) might be more likely to show the effect because semantics may be accessed sooner during preview, due to less time spent decoding phonology (compared to in English). As a consequence, the earlier access to semantic information from the preview in German and Chinese might allow more time for spreading activation among semantic representations in the linguistic system, allowing for something akin to semantic priming (Schotter, 2013) . A direct test of this hypothesis is difficult because it is not possible to rigorously control all the differences across these languages while manipulating the theoretically relevant variables. Instead, in the present study we turn to a different contributing factor to the reading process (and semantic preactivation) that has received little attention in relation to semantic preview benefit thus far, but may be an important consideration: contextual constraint or expectations of upcoming words (see below).
The influence of sentence context on reading
While it is well-demonstrated that the meaning generated from the prior sentence context 1 exerts an influence on language processing, the exact nature of this effect is poorly understood. Part of the lack of clarity surrounding the effect of sentence context is that, across studies, researchers have manipulated it in different ways, measured it with different methods, and used different theoretical constructs to discuss it. DeLong, Troyer, and Kutas (2014) provide an overview of the distinction between different theoretical constructs, highlighting the following terms, which we will group further as they pertain to reading. 1. Prediction suggests an active, conscious, effortful process in which a single item is predicted and there are benefits for success (i.e., if the predicted word is encountered) and costs for failure (i.e., if any other word is encountered). This construct is more likely to operate in more strategic tasks that require an 1 Across different studies, some researchers have manipulated the context using a single word (e.g., Zola, 1984) , a sentence fragment (Balota et al., 1985; Drieghe et al., 2005) , a prior sentence (e.g., Rayner et al., 2011) , or an entire paragraph (e.g., Ehrlich & Rayner, 1981) . Additionally, other researchers have investigated predictability in a corpus analysis, using the original cloze task (Taylor, 1953) where subjects provide a guess for the next word at every point in the sentence. The results are largely similar across these methodological details so we will focus our discussion on sentence context, but acknowledge that we are using this term loosely, and in some instances the word ''sentence'' could be replaced with ''prior word'' or, ''prior sentence,'' or ''paragraph. '' overt judgment, for which the response time is slower than the typical eye movement in reading (e.g., longer than 250 ms). 2. Pre-activation/Anticipation suggests a less specific process, for which 'landscapes' of pre-activated items (i.e., multiple possible words) are dynamically shifted by all available information sources. This construct is a more apt description of what may be happening during reading in that parafoveal (and subsequently foveal) visual information may be what reshapes the ''landscapes'' of preactivated semantic concepts that were generated by the context. 3. Lastly, DeLong et al. (2014) note that predictability ''can be divorced from prediction, in that an item can be predictable even if it is not predicted'' (p. 633), which leads us to the issue of how one can measure expectations generated by the sentence context and the degree to which such measures relate to processes involved in reading.
Word form cloze predictability
The most common way to determine the effect of the sentence context on word recognition in reading is to create sentences in which a particular word is highly expected in a particular location (e.g., ''The children went outside to. . .''). To confirm the manipulation, researchers use a modified cloze task (see Taylor, 1953 for the original cloze task) in which the prior sentence context is provided (as above) and subjects supply the word that they think comes next. Typically, the way these data are analyzed is by coding the response as correct (e.g., 1) if the subject supplied the word that the experimenter intended (e.g., ''play'' in the example, above) and incorrect (e.g., 0) if the subject supplies any other word; the predictability of a word is determined as the proportion of ''1'' responses for that word. There are some modifications to this coding scheme (e.g., accepting the intended word's plural/singular counterpart or other small morphological variations), but for the most part this procedure is used to determine how expected a particular word form is, given the context. In order to create a comparison of predictability, reading times on these highly expected words are contrasted with reading times on a word that was never or rarely supplied by the subjects in the norming procedure, but is nonetheless a plausible word that makes sense in the exact same sentence (e.g., ''swim'' in the example above; generally, this is confirmed with another norming task in which subjects rate how acceptable/sensible the sentence is).
Using this manipulation, several reading studies have found that both the likelihood of fixating a word and the durations of fixations are modulated by cloze predictability (Balota, Pollatsek, & Rayner, 1985; Drieghe, Rayner, & Pollatsek, 2005; Ehrlich & Rayner, 1981; Kliegl, Grabner, Rolfs, & Engbert, 2004; Rayner, Slattery, Drieghe, & Liversedge, 2011; Rayner & Well, 1996; Zola, 1984) . Initially, researchers hypothesized that the effect of predictability was the manifestation of the reading system ''guessing'' the upcoming word (e.g., McClelland & Oregan, 1981a , 1981b cf. Rayner & Slowiaczek, 1981) , similar to the ''prediction'' account described by DeLong et al. (2014) . On this view, the system uses parafoveal preview to confirm this guess (i.e., that there is a linear relationship between predictability and reading time; see Smith & Levy, 2013 for a discussion). This is the underlying assumption in both the E-Z Reader (Reichle, Pollatsek, Fisher, & Rayner, 1998) and SWIFT (Engbert, Nuthmann, Richter, & Kliegl, 2005 ) models of oculomotor control in reading.
Recently, however, there have been several findings that question the interpretation that individual words are guessed or predicted. First, the relationship between cloze predictability and reading time is not linear, but rather varies across the predictability spectrum: in reading studies, words that have a high or moderate cloze predictability are fixated for less time than words that have a low cloze predictability, but there does not seem to be much distinction between words with high or moderate cloze predictability (Rayner & Well, 1996 ; see also, Ehrlich & Rayner, 1981; Hyönä, 1993) . This inconsistency could be due to limitations of the cloze task in measuring small differences in absolute predictability, or due to a logarithmic relationship between predictability and reading time. Indeed, a logarithmic relationship was reported by Smith and Levy (2013) , who concluded that this relationship suggests ''the comprehension system must be able to simultaneously pre-activate large portions of its lexicon in a quantitatively graded fashion'' (p. 311). Perhaps then, despite the fact that cloze predictability demonstrates a very strong quantitative relationship with reading times, measuring the effect of context on word processing in this way may not fully capture how readers use context to make reading more efficient. Therefore, we must consider other ways in which the effect of context can be measured.
Contextual constraint
As an alternative to cloze predictability, which focuses primarily on differing degrees of expectations for different words given the same context, some researchers have employed manipulations of the context itself. One of the limitations of using the cloze task to measure these manipulations is that the primary way it is coded and used to generate stimuli for experiments obscures information about the distribution of responses, which may be of theoretical importance when considering the reading process. For example, a moderately constraining sentence generally leads to cloze probabilities of around .3-.6, meaning that a particular word form is supplied by one third to two thirds of the subjects tested. But given that very same outcome, there could be many different underlying distributions. Fig. 1 demonstrates the cleanest mathematical relationship one could imagine (i.e., constraint works by decreasing the standard deviation of the distribution of responses, honing on words surrounding a particular meaning or event). It is most straightforward to compare a very high constraint sentence in which one word form is highly favored (e.g., a cloze probability of .8 or higher) and almost no other word forms are provided (e.g., cloze scores of <.1) with a low constraint sentence in which there is almost no consistency in the responses, with all word forms having low cloze scores. The interpretation of such a comparison would lend support to the ''prediction'' hypothesis, described above, because the constraint serves to change the expectations for a single word. However, it is not clear that extremely high cloze sentences are that common, given that they are relatively uninformative (i.e., do not add any new information since the comprehender can infer the completion). One could argue that very high constraint sentences (e.g., ''The opposite of black is. . .'') constitute a qualitatively different type of sentence, rather than an extreme on the constraint continuum (however, adjudicating between these possibilities is beyond the scope of this paper). Thus, it may be more informative to consider sentences with a moderate degree of constraint. That is, such sentences raise the expectations for a particular word form with some consistency, but do not make that word obligatory.
More important for the present study, however, is the question of what the nature of the other responses in moderate cloze sentences looks like. For example, if provided with the sentence, ''At the dog show, Spot had the most points and won the coveted. . .'' the experimenter's intended target word could be ''prize,'' and in our norming task (see below) this word form was provided 40% of the time-aligning with the conclusion that the sentence provides a moderate degree of cloze. However, inspection of the other responses suggests that crucial information is missing from this coding scheme: ''award,'' ''medal,'' and ''ribbon'' were provided 20%, 10% and 10% of the time, respectively. If one assumes that theses are acceptable synonyms of the target, then we might conclude that the constraint of the sentence is actually quite high (i.e., including all of these responses because the meaning was predicted leads to a cloze score of 80%). Additionally, one could argue that the remaining responses ''bone'' and ''blue'' satisfy this coding principle, as well, assuming that a bone would be a nice prize for a dog and that blue was provided because the subject imagined a ''blue ribbon'' as the prize. Thus, this sentence actually generates a high degree of expectation surrounding the writer's intended idea (i.e., a reward for a good job), but that this idea can manifest itself as a variety different word forms.
An interesting potential consequence of sentence constraint acting in this way is that we would expect, in contrast to the ''prediction'' hypothesis, that increasing constraint to a moderate level (i.e., not to the point where one word is obligatory) would make it easier to read, not only the highest cloze word, but also words that are related to the meaning that the reader expects. Indeed, this is what Kutas and Hillyard (1984) found when they measured event related brain potentials (ERPs) to the final words in sentences that were constrained to varying degrees. In this study, Kutas and Hillyard manipulated both the sentence constraint and the target word orthogonally, allowing them to investigate the effect of both variables. However, they note that, because these variables are intrinsically tied, it is impossible to fully dissociate them; cloze probabilities of the best completion in the high constraint sentences were much higher (.92) than in the moderate (.63) and low constraint sentences (.29). When they compared the ERPs across conditions, they found that the most expected word in the most constrained context did not elicit a significant N400 (considered an index of the difficulty of semantic processing; DeLong et al., 2014) , but low-cloze words in all sentence constraint conditions elicited N400s of approximately similar amplitudes. In contrast, when comparing ERPs to the best completions across degrees of sentence constraint they found graded effects related to the amplitude of the N400 component, which lends support for the idea of landscapes of pre-activation.
Additionally, Kutas and Hillyard (1984) found the largest N400 to words that were unrelated to the best completion (e.g., ''Don't touch the wet dog'' when the word with the highest cloze was ''paint'') and a relatively reduced N400 for words that were semantically related to the best completion (e.g., ''coffee'' in the sentence ''He liked lemon and sugar in his ____'' where the best completion was ''tea''), even though both words had extremely low cloze probabilities and were perfectly acceptable completions. From these data it is unclear whether the reduction in the N400 to these semantically related words stems from distributed pre-activation (i.e., that ''coffee'' was, to some degree, pre-activated) or to semantic spreading activation from the most highly provided response. However, one could argue that these two interpretations are part and parcel of the same process of distributed expectations.
Further evidence that multiple meanings are being pre-activated comes from a study investigating (selfpaced) reading times; Roland, Yun, Koenig, and Mauner (2012) created moderately constraining contexts (e.g., ''The aboriginal man jabbed the angry lion with a/an ____'') that yielded a distribution of responses in the modified cloze task, generally surrounding a particular semantic feature (e.g., pointed objects). They compared reading times on words in these sentences with words in sentences that were less semantically constraining (e.g., replacing the word ''jabbed'' with ''attacked'' creates less of a preference for a pointed instrument completion). Roland et al. (2012) found that the degree of semantic similarity (measured via latent semantic analyses-LSA) between the most expected word (M cloze(p) = .24) and the word provided (in the reading task) significantly predicted processing time; reading times were shorter when the provided word was semantically similar to the expected word than when it was semantically dissimilar, even though both words were in the low-cloze probability range (M cloze(p) = .02).
Prediction beyond single words: predicting events. There is one further issue when considering the use of cloze probability to measure the effect of the sentence context, which relates to the distinction between predictability and prediction. Mainly, when subjects provide responses in the cloze task, they (almost always) provide a single word that satisfies the semantic and syntactic constraints imposed on that sentence position (cf. Roland et al., 2012) . That is, the sentence ''The children went outside to. . .'' must be completed with a verb to be grammatical. However, in the scenario that the subject imagines in order to complete this task, she may imagine not only the action she will provide, but also auxiliary event-related information. For example, if the subject completing the cloze task were in a northern location in winter, she might imaging that ''play'' in this scenario entails building a snowman, having a snowball fight, sledding, etc. Therefore, even though almost all the subjects would respond with ''play'' (perhaps because of its high lexical frequency, or because the idea is fairly cliché) does not mean that they are not also imagining these other entities that are not grammatically licensed, which may be part of elaborative inference or other discourse comprehension processes.
There is empirical data to support this suggestion. Metusalem et al. (2012) conducted an ERP experiment in which subjects read short, two-sentence scenarios that set up a particular event (e.g., ''A huge blizzard ripped through town last night. My kids ended up getting the day off from school.'') They then read a third sentence with one of three possible target words (e.g., They spent the whole day outside building a big ____ in the front yard.'') and compared the ERP waveforms across those words. The three words were (1) a highly expected word (snowman; M cloze(p) = .81), (2) a contextually anomalous word that was related to the event (jacket; M cloze(p) = .00), or (3) a contextually anomalous word that was unrelated to the event (towel; M cloze(p) = .00). Metusalem et al. (2012) found a reduced N400 for the event-related word compared to the event-unrelated word, even though neither word was ever produced in the cloze norming task. Thus, these data support the idea that sentence (or in this case, discourse) contexts can generate expectations for eventrelated words beyond just the next, grammatically-and semantically-licensed word.
The interaction between context and parafoveal preview
Taken together, these findings (Kutas & Hillyard, 1984; Metusalem et al., 2012; Roland et al., 2012) suggest that the sentence context pre-activates (and consequently facilitates processing of) a non-singular set of ideas and words. Given that both contextual constraint and parafoveal preview exert robust effects on reading behavior, the question remains how their influences interact to affect online processing. Crucially, the use of the boundary paradigm (Rayner, 1975) allows us to dissociate the information the reader has about the preview word (in parafoveal vision) from the target word (once it is fixated). An advantage of this experimental design is that it allows us to provide the reading system with previews of words that may not make sense grammatically in the sentence, which change to sensible target words once the display change occurs. Therefore, any potential disruption to comprehension that is created by the hedged bet based on a preview of a semantically associated but grammatically inappropriate word can be repaired if the reader makes a regression to view the perfectly sensible target word. It is likely, then, that the identity of the preview would have more of an influence on early reading measures (e.g., single fixation duration and gaze duration) than on later reading measures (e.g., total reading time) when the system has had more time to encounter the target.
The present study uses the boundary paradigm and the preview manipulation employed by Schotter (2013; identical, synonym, semantically associated, and unrelated) and introduces a manipulation of contextual constraint. That is, Schotter exclusively used neutral sentences with very low cloze probabilities for any of the preview or target words in order to investigate the influence of parafoveal preview alone. But a crucial part of much of the theorizing about the reading process (described above) suggests that contextual constraint may change how preview benefit effects are manifested (i.e., by changing expectations about what words should or could appear). Therefore, it is important to empirically test whether and how expectations about and parafoveal preview of words change the way they are read.
Experiment 1

Method
Subjects
Forty undergraduates at the University of California San Diego participated in the experiment for course credit. All subjects were native English speakers with normal or corrected-to-normal vision and were naïve to the purpose of the experiment.
Apparatus
Eye movements were recorded with an SR Research Ltd. Eyelink 1000 eye tracker (with a sampling rate of 1000 Hz) in a tower setup that restrains head movements with forehead and chin rests. Viewing was binocular, but only the movements of the right eye were recorded. Subjects were seated approximately 60 cm away from a 20 00 HP p1230 CRT monitor with a screen resolution of 1024 Â 768 pixels and a refresh rate of 150 Hz. The sentences were presented in the center of the screen with black Courier New 14-point font on a white background and were always presented in one line of text with 3.8 characters subtending 1°of visual angle. Following calibration, eye position errors were (maximally) less than 0.3°. The display change was completed, on average, within 4 ms (range = 0-7 ms) of the tracker detecting a saccade crossing the boundary.
Materials and design
Stimuli were created using the targets and previews from Schotter (2013 ; Table 1 ): identical (begin-begin), synonym (start-begin), semantically related (ready-begin) and unrelated (check-begin). The semantically related condition consists of semantic associates of the target word. In contrast to Schotter (2013) , each target item was presented in a biased sentence context that constrained toward the meaning of the target/synonym (see Appendix and normative data section, below). The target word was always preceded and followed by a minimum of three words.
Normative data
Fifteen UCSD students, who did not participate in the reading experiment, participated in a cloze norming task to evaluate the predictability of the target and preview words. This norming task revealed that the sentences were moderately constraining toward the meaning of the target/ synonym, with (on average) the target only being produced on average 21% of the time, the synonym being produced 25% of the time, the semantically related and unrelated words being produced 0% of the time. However, as discussed in the Introduction, this traditional way of coding cloze data does not capture the extent to which the sentence constrains to the meaning that is shared by the target and synonym (e.g., when both the target and synonym are accepted the joint cloze probability is 46%). Therefore, to create a measure that more readily captures subjects' expectations we also coded the responses for whether any word representing that general idea was reported (see Introduction) and found cloze probabilities of, on average, 75%. These responses were coded independently by two of the experimenters and the inter-rater reliability was quite high (Pearson's r = .9).
Procedure
Subjects were instructed to read the sentences for comprehension and to respond to occasional comprehension questions, pressing the left or right trigger on the response controller to answer yes or no, respectively. At the start of the experiment (and during the experiment if calibration error was greater than .3°of visual angle), the eye-tracker was calibrated with a 3-point calibration scheme. At the beginning of the experiment, subjects received five practice trials, each with a comprehension question, to allow them to become comfortable with the experimental procedure.
Each trial began with a fixation point in the center of the screen, which the subject was required to fixate until the experimenter started the trial. Then a fixation box appeared on the left side of the screen, located at the start of the sentence. Once a fixation was detected in this box, it disappeared and the sentence appeared. The sentence was presented on the screen until the subject pressed a button signaling they had completed reading the sentence. The target replaced the preview once the subject's gaze crossed an invisible boundary located before the space before the target and took between 0 and 7 ms to complete. Subjects were instructed to look at a target sticker on the right side of the monitor beside the screen when they finished reading to prevent them from looking back to a word (in particular, the target, which was often located in the center of the sentence, near the location of the fixation point that started the next trial) as they pressed the button. Comprehension questions followed 30 (41%) of the sentences, requiring a ''yes'' or ''no'' response. Comprehension accuracy was very high (on average 93%). The experimental session lasted approximately 30 min.
Results and discussion
The same data processing procedure used in Schotter (2013) was used in this experiment: fixations shorter than 80 ms within one character of a previous or subsequent fixation were combined. All remaining fixations shorter than 80 ms or longer than 800 ms were eliminated. Trials in which there was a blink or track loss on the target word or on an immediately adjacent word during first pass reading were excluded, as were trials in which the display change was triggered by a saccade that landed to the left of the boundary or trials in which the display change was completed late. Additionally, gaze durations longer than 2000 ms and total times longer than 4000 ms were excluded, as well as any fixation duration measures that were more than 3 standard deviations from the mean for that measure for that subject. These data exclusions left 4920 trials (85% of the original data) available for analysis.
We report standard reading time measures (Rayner, 1998) used to investigate the time-course of word processing in reading. This includes measures of fixation time when the word was fixated, which can be divided into early measures (i.e., those that terminate at the end of first-pass reading: once the reader's eyes move away from it for the first time) and late measures (i.e., those that include time spent re-reading the target word or words prior to it). Early reading time measures include first fixation duration (the duration of the first fixation on the word, regardless of how many fixations are made), single fixation duration (the duration of a fixation on a word when it is the only fixation on that word in first pass reading), and gaze duration (the sum of all fixations on a word prior to leaving it, in any direction). Late reading time measures include go- past time (the sum of all fixations on a word and any words to the left of it before going past it to the right), and total time (the sum of all fixations on a word, including time spent re-reading the word after a regression back to it). Because go-past time incorporates re-reading previous words after a regression out of the target and total time includes re-reading the target after a regression from subsequent words, go-past time can be considered an earlier late measure than total time. Data were analyzed using inferential statistics based on generalized linear mixed-effects models (LMMs) with preview entered as a fixed effect with planned contrasts (see below) and subjects and items as crossed random effects (see Baayen, Davidson, & Bates, 2008) , using the maximal random effects structure (Barr, Levy, Scheepers, & Tily, 2013) .
2 There were three planned contrasts built into the model: one tested the difference between the identical condition and the unrelated condition (i.e., an identical preview benefit), another tested for a difference between the synonym and the unrelated condition (i.e., a synonym preview benefit), and the third tested for a difference between the semantically related condition and the unrelated condition (i.e., a semantically related preview benefit). Contrasts were achieved by setting the unrelated condition to the baseline (intercept) in the model and using dummy coded variables to test for the individual contrasts for the comparisons of each of the other conditions to the unrelated condition. In order to fit the LMMs, we used the lmer function from newest lme4 package (version 1.1-7; Bates, Maechler, Bolker, & Walker, 2014) within the updated R Environment for Statistical Computing (R Development Core Team, 2014). For fixation duration measures, we report linear mixed-effects regressions on the raw data: regression coefficients (b), which estimate the effect size (in milliseconds) of the reported comparison, and the (absolute) t-value of the effect coefficient are reported. Log-transforming the dependent variable had almost no effect on the patterns of significance, so for transparency we report the results from the untransformed models. For binary dependent variables (fixation probability data), logistic mixed-effects regression models were used, and regression coefficients (b), which represent effect size in log-odds space, and the (absolute) z value and p value of the effect coefficient are reported. Absolute values of the t and z statistics greater than or equal to 1.96 indicate an effect that is significant at approximately the .05 alpha level.
Fixation duration measures
Because it is of theoretical interest to the oculomotor models of reading, we first analyzed whether the different previews had an effect on gaze duration on the pretarget word (i.e., whether we observed a parafoveal-on foveal effect; see Drieghe, 2011 for a review). If we were to find such an effect, it would suggest that readers had processed the upcoming word extensively, prior to making a saccade toward it. However, there were no differences across conditions for gaze duration on the pretarget word (247 ms, 248 ms, 249 ms, and 244 ms in the identical, synonym, semantically associated, and unrelated conditions, respectively; all ts < 1.26), indicating no parafoveal-on-foveal effects.
Reading measures on the target word are shown in Table 2 and results of the LMMs on fixation duration measures are reported in Table 3 with the size of the effect (in ms) being represented by the b values. Across all measures there was a significant identical preview benefit such that reading times were significantly shorter on the target when the preview was identical than when it was unrelated (all ts > 3.92). There was a significant preview benefit in the synonym condition; reading times were significantly shorter on the target when the preview was a synonym of the target than when it was unrelated in all measures (all ts > 3.81). Importantly, similar to the N400 findings of Metusalem et al. (2012) , there was a significant apparent preview benefit in the semantically associated condition in early reading time measures (first fixation duration, single fixation duration, and gaze duration; all ts > 2.68), but this effect went away in later measures (go-past time: t = 1.33; total time: t < 1). These data suggest that the initial, apparent facilitation provided by the semantically related preview in first pass reading measures went away as the reader had more time to process the precise 2 Some of the models failed to converge with the maximal random effects structure so we simplified those models iteratively and report the model with the fullest random effects structure. These were the changes in Experiment 1: we removed the correlation between the item intercept and item slopes for first fixation duration, single fixation duration; we removed the correlation between item intercepts and item slopes as well as the correlation between subject intercepts and subject slopes for go-past time and total time.
meaning of the word (Fig. 2) ; we return to this finding in the discussion section.
Fixation probability measures
Results of the LMMs on fixation probability measures are reported in Table 4 . It is important to note that any effects across condition observed on fixation probability must be due to processing of the preview (rather than the relationship between preview and target) because the identity of the target has not yet been encountered by the time the fixation/skipping decision is made. Both the identical and synonym preview conditions produced significantly lower probabilities of fixating the target than the unrelated condition (both ps .05), which did not differ from the semantically related condition (p = .29). This effect is likely due to the higher word form cloze probability for the identical and synonym previews (.21 and .25, respectively) than for the other two (both .00). For regressions out of the target, none of the preview contrasts were significant, indicating that subjects were Table 3 Results of the linear mixed effects models for reading time measures on the target across condition in Experiment 1. Preview benefit refers to the difference in processing between the unrelated condition and either the identical, synonym, or semantically related, separately. Significant effects are indicated by boldface. equally likely to make a regression from the target to prior words across conditions (all ps > .07). Readers were less likely to make a regression into the target in the identical condition than in the unrelated condition (p < .05) but neither the semantically related nor the synonym conditions were significantly different from the unrelated condition (both ps > .08), suggesting that any display change led to an increased likelihood of making a regression back to the target, relative to when the word did not change. Overall, these data suggest that first-pass saccade decisions away from an individual word can be affected by expectations about that word based on prior context. Most notably, while in neutral contexts semantic associates did not demonstrate preview benefit (Schotter, 2013) , when those same words were embedded in constraining contexts target words were initially read faster (i.e., during first-pass reading) when preceded by a preview of a semantically associated word compared to an unrelated word. Importantly, however, in later reading time measures when full identification of the target word completed, the apparent preview benefit for semantic associates disappeared (Fig. 2) .
Experiment 2
In order to directly test how contextual constraint influences preview benefit effects in reading, we conducted a second experiment in which both the constraint and preview manipulations were implemented in a within-subjects design.
Method
The method was the same as in Experiment 1 with the following exceptions.
Subjects
Seventy-two undergraduates at the University of California San Diego participated in the experiment. None of them participated in any of the other experiments and were chosen using the same inclusion criteria as Experiment 1.
Materials and design
Each subject saw stimuli in each of the 8 conditions in a 2 (sentence: neutral vs. constrained) Â 4 (preview: identical vs. synonym vs. related vs. unrelated) design. Stimuli were identical to those used in Schotter (2013) for the neutral condition and identical to those used in Experiment 1 for the constrained condition.
Results and discussion
Comprehension accuracy was very high (on average 96%). The same data processing procedure used in Experiment 1 was used in Experiment 2. These data exclusions left 7557 trials (85% of the original data) available for analysis. There were no differences across conditions for gaze duration on the pretarget word (all ts < 1.11), indicating no parafoveal-on-foveal effects (pretarget gaze durations in constrained sentences were 251 ms, 248 ms, 244 ms, and 249 ms and in neutral sentences were 242 ms, 246 ms, 247 ms, and 246 ms in the identical, synonym, semantically related, and unrelated conditions, respectively). Reading time measures on the target word are shown in Table 5 . For clarity of exposition (so direct comparisons to the prior experiments are easier) we first report analyses of subset models for the four preview conditions fit separately for the different sentence constraint conditions. We address the issue of interactions between the two factors in the following section. Neutral sentence conditions (replication of Schotter, 2013) Fixation duration measures. Results of the LMMs on fixation duration measures are reported in Table 6 . As reported by Schotter (2013) , across all measures there was a significant identical preview benefit such that reading times were significantly shorter on the target when the preview was identical than when it was unrelated (all ts > 2.33). There was an apparent early preview benefit in the synonym condition; reading times were significantly shorter on the target when the preview was a synonym of the target than when it was unrelated in early measures (all ts > 2.64), the effect was marginally significant in go-past time (b = 12.36, t = 1.84), and was not significant in total time (b = 2.89, t = 0.42). The difference between reading time measures in semantically related and unrelated conditions did not significantly differ in any reading time measure (all ts < 1.27). Therefore, these data confirm the preview benefit effects for identical and synonym previews and non-significant preview benefit for semantically related previews reported by Schotter (2013) for words in neutral sentences.
Furthermore, these data demonstrate that the pattern of effects is robust even when those sentences are read intermixed with sentences that are highly constraining.
Fixation probability measures. Results of the LMMs on fixation probability measures are reported in Table 7 . Only the synonym preview condition produced significantly lower probabilities of fixating the target than the unrelated condition (p < .05), which did not differ from either the identical or the semantically related condition (both ps > .57). For regressions out of the target, none of the preview contrasts were significant, indicating that subjects were equally likely to make a regression from the target to prior words across conditions (all ps > .38). Readers were less likely to make a regression into the target in the identical condition than in the unrelated condition (p < .005) and were more likely to make a regression into the target in the synonym condition than the unrelated condition (p < .05), but the semantically related condition was not significantly different from the unrelated condition (p = .10).
Constrained sentence conditions (replication of Experiment 1) Fixation duration measures. As in Experiment 1, across all measures there was a significant identical preview benefit such that reading times were significantly shorter on the target when the preview was identical than when it was unrelated (all ts > 4.60). There was a significant preview benefit in the synonym condition; reading times were significantly shorter on the target when the preview was a synonym of the target than when it was unrelated in all measures (all ts > 4.02) except for total time, where the effect was marginally significant (TVT: b = 12.09, t = 1.85).
There was an apparent early preview benefit in the semantically related condition that was significant in all reading time measures (all ts > 2.17) except for total time where the effect completely disappeared (t = 0.79).
Fixation probability measures. There were no significant differences in the probabilities of fixating the target (all ps > .07). Readers were more likely to make regressions out of the target in the unrelated condition than in all other preview conditions (all ps < .05). Readers were less likely to make a regression into the target in the identical condition than in the unrelated condition (p < .001) but there was no difference in regressions into the target between either the synonym condition or the semantically related condition than the unrelated condition (both ps > .29).
Additional analyses: tests for interactions between constraint and preview
To better understand the interaction between sentence constraint and parafoveal preview we conducted analyses on the four most theoretically interesting measures. These measures represent the earliest, initial identification stages of processing the word (i.e., single fixation duration and gaze duration) through later, integration and re-analysis stages (i.e., go-past time, and total time). We ran two separate sets of analyses: one using only the data from Experiment 2 since each subject experienced items in every condition and this provides the most straightforward test for an interaction. However, Experiment 2 contained only 72 subjects and 123 items across 8 conditions so we ran additional analyses on the combined the data from three experiments (Schotter (2013) Experiment 2, current Experiment 1, and current Experiment 2) in order to maximize power by taking advantage of all 152 subjects. For both sets of models, we entered the preview contrasts as dummy-coded treatment contrasts with the unrelated condition as the baseline (as in the previous analyses) and entered sentence constraint as a centered predictor. Because only some subjects experienced both levels of sentence constraint (i.e., subjects in current Experiment 2), the random effects structure for subjects contained random intercepts and slopes for preview contrasts only and the random effects structure for items contained intercepts and slopes for both preview contrasts and sentence constraint, entered separately (i.e., without the correlations between them). These interactions are presented in Fig. 3 and results of the statistical analyses are presented in Table 8 , showing the results of the model with only the Experiment 2 data and the results of the model with the combined data. As seen in Fig. 3 , the pattern of effects does not change depending on whether only the Experiment 2 data are considered compared to when the data from the combined experiments are used. However, due to the decreased power in the analyses with Experiment 2 data only many of the interactions from those models are not significant while they are significant in the model with the combined data; we note the differences, below. The data from single fixation duration and gaze duration are quite similar: the sentence context has no effect on reading times in the unrelated preview condition in either the model with Experiment 2 data or the model with the combined data (all ts < 0.82). For the other three preview conditions (identical, synonym, and semantically related), there were significant interactions with sentence constraint in the model with all data (all ts > 1.99)-the magnitude of these preview benefits were increased in constrained relative to neutral sentences (by approximately 10 ms and 13 ms, for single fixation duration and gaze duration respectively). While the effects were in the same direction and of similar magnitude in the model with only Experiment 2 data, they were not statistically significant (all ts < 1.94).
The pattern of data for go-past time was qualitatively similar to the early measures and was consistent between the model with Experiment 2 data and the model with the combined data; there was no effect of constraint on the unrelated condition (both ts < 0.82) and the preview benefits for the three related preview conditions increased in magnitude by approximately 20 ms in constrained relative to neutral sentence contexts. However, while the interaction was significant for the synonym and semantic preview conditions (all ts > 2.26), it was not significant for the identical preview benefit condition (both ts < 1.88).
Lastly, total time (the latest of these measures because it includes re-reading of the target after first-pass time has ended) shows a different pattern of effects. First, there was a significant effect of sentence context in the unrelated condition in both models (both ts = 3.56)-reading times were about 22 ms shorter in constrained contexts. Second, the significant identical preview benefit in neutral contexts did not significantly increase in magnitude in constrained contexts in either model (t < 0.72), but sentence constraint did interact with the moderately sized synonym preview benefit in neutral contexts so that it doubled in magnitude in constrained contexts; this effect was not significant in the model with only Experiment 2 Table 8 Results of the linear mixed effects models for reading time measures on the target across conditions in Experiment 2 (left columns) and three combined experiments (right columns). The first four rows in each section represent the intercept (unrelated condition) and preview benefit comparisons averaged across sentence condition. The last four rows represent tests for the effect of sentence constraint on the unrelated condition and the interaction between the preview manipulations and sentence constraint. Significant effects are indicated by boldface. data (t = 1.23), but was significant in the model with the combined data (t = 2.95). The semantic preview benefit was not significant in neutral contexts and there was no interaction with constraint in either model (both ts < 1.28).
General discussion
In the present study, we recorded reading times on preview/target words from Schotter (2013) that were embedded in sentences that were moderately constrained so that, rather than a particular word form, the idea shared by the target/synonym was highly predicted (75% of the time). We found that, in contrast to the data reported by Schotter (2013) , semantically associated previews yielded faster reading times compared to an unrelated preview during early (first-pass) reading time measures and this apparent preview benefit subsided in late reading time measures. In a second experiment, we replicated both the results from Schotter (2013) and Experiment 1 in a fully within-subjects design, and thus we are quite confident in the data.
These data reveal yet another circumstance under which semantic preview benefit can be observed in English-a formerly elusive finding to report-when the preview/target is embedded in a constraining context. But why might a context that constrains toward a particular idea (e.g., Janet lives on fifth avenue/street. . .) also lead to faster processing of the target when the preview is only associatively related to the predicted meaning (e.g., suburb) and may not make sense? To explain this, we return to the ideas we raised in the introduction. These data (as well as those reported by Kutas & Hillyard, 1984; Metusalem et al., 2012; and Roland et al., 2012) suggest that sentence constraint leads readers to generate expectations about upcoming words, rather than make a specific, unitary prediction the upcoming word. This interpretation aligns with the idea of pre-activation/anticipation, discussed by DeLong et al. (2014) and the suggestion by Smith and Levy (2013) that this pre-activation happens in a qualitatively graded fashion. Thus, even though the previews in the semantically associated condition do not necessarily fit grammatically into the sentence context, they could nonetheless be activated by the comprehension system in anticipation of their role in the general event being described (Elman, 2009) . Importantly though, once the system has enough time to identify, process, and attempt to integrate the meaning of these preview words we may observe comprehension difficulty (e.g., increased total time due to more re-reading) if the word does not sensibly fit into the context. How might a process like this occur?
A mechanistic account of the present findings
Recall that one of the assumptions built into the E-Z Reader model is that early oculomotor decisions are ''dumb.'' Therefore early on in the reading process, the system should not assess whether the word makes sense in great detail. Rather, the system may opportunistically take advantage of any source of information available to hedge a bet that the word will be identifiable in order to time eye movements efficiently. Therefore, decisions about when to move the eyes forward (i.e., at the completion of L 1 ) indicate ''hedged bets'' that the word in question will be identifiable by the time the eyes move away from it, rather than indicating full recognition of the word. Schotter et al. (2014) suggested that the system uses three sources of information to make these oculomotor decisions: prior context, parafoveal preview, and foveal target information. With respect to our data, a constraining prior sentence context contributes one indication that the word should be easy to identify and we observed a different pattern of preview benefit when the sentence was constraining (Experiment 1 and the constrained conditions in Experiment 2) than when the sentence was not constraining (Schotter, 2013 and the neutral conditions in Experiment 2). With respect to the semantic preview benefit observed in the constrained sentences, this may be due to the interaction of semantic expectations generated from the context combined with a lack of assessment or integration to ensure that the interpretation is sensible.
Generally, accounts in which eye movement decisions are based solely on the preview are used to explain skipping decisions (because the target had not yet been displayed/encountered when the decision was made), but seemingly pose a greater challenge when explaining preview benefit effects (i.e., eye movement decisions once the eyes land on the target-after the display has changed).
3 To explain this, we return to a discussion of the boundary paradigm. In the introduction, we mentioned that Schotter et al. (2014) took a new approach to modeling the boundary paradigm-by estimating the proportion of trials on which processing of the upcoming preview word had progressed to the L 2 stage in the model. Recall that a corollary of advancing to the L 2 stage is that the model also advances to the M 1 stage (beginning of saccade programming away from that word). Thus, in those cases, the model estimates that the system can begin programming a saccade away from a word, even before fixating it. Because the model allows for multiple saccade programs to be planned in parallel (E. Reichle, personal communications, December 3, 2014) , there should be cases in which the eyes land on the target word, but the saccade program away from that word has already begun and is based on information what was obtained from the preview, rather than the new information from the target. Importantly, these ''dumb'' oculomotor decisions are only hypothesized to occur early in the reading process (i.e., in E-Z Reader, this refers to the completion of L 1 ). On this view, once the word is fully recognized, then integration with the sentence occurs and the system should realize that there is a problem. Thus, we observed that the apparent preview benefit for semantically associated words in constrained sentences disappeared in later measures (i.e., those that include regressions; see Fig. 2 ). Moreover, because this realization that the word does not make sense should happen after full word recognition (i.e., after first-pass reading), we would expect that the cost of hedging a bet on the semantically associated word should show up in total time (which includes regressions back to the target after it was left) more strongly than in go-past time (which includes regressions back to words before the target from the target itself). In fact, this is the exact pattern of data we observed: the difference between the semantically associated and unrelated conditions in constrained sentences was larger in go-past time (8 ms in Experiment 1 and 24 ms in Experiment 2) than in total time (4 ms in Experiment 1 and 6 ms in Experiment 2; see Fig. 3 ).
The proposition that early oculomotor decisions are ''dumb'' and later decisions (i.e., regressions) should be more sensitive to meaning and integration processes suggests that we should observe a dissociation between the pattern of effects in these measures. That is, we would observe an apparent early preview benefit (faster processing of a target with a semantically related compared to unrelated preview), which then leads to a preview cost (or equivalent time to an unrelated preview condition) during later measures that include regressions, if the preview word is nonsensical in the sentence context. Importantly, this should be more likely to happen when the context is moderately constraining, rather than in contexts that are highly constraining (i.e., that make one word obligatory).
Other influences that have demonstrated an ''apparent/ inappropriate preview benefit,'' at least with respect to the measure of skipping, are word length and frequency. For example, an extremely high frequency word like the is skipped very frequently (approximately 50% of the time), even when it is syntactically or semantically inappropriate within the sentence context (Angele, Laishley, Rayner, & Liversedge, 2014; Angele & Rayner, 2013) . While neither the semantic spreading activation nor the feature overlap accounts would predict this finding (e.g., it is unclear what are the semantic features of ''the'' that would overlap with the three-letter verbs used as targets in these studies), an account by which frequency is used (at least for very short three-letter words) as a heuristic to make skipping decisions may be viable. However, the stimuli from these studies are so specific to short words that it is unclear whether these effects generalize.
It may seem counterintuitive that readers should skip (or fixate only briefly) words that are unexpected or do not make sense in the sentence context. Nonetheless, these data suggest that a highly constraining context most likely facilitates reading of, not only the expected word, but also other words that seem as though they should be easy to recognize. This recognizability may be based on several factors, including both length and frequency (Angele & Rayner, 2013; Angele et al., 2014) , and also expectations generated by the context, combined with semantic similarity to the expected meaning (Kutas & Hillyard, 1984; Metusalem et al., 2012; Roland et al., 2012) . Thus, in the present study we found that previews that are associatively related to the context being developed led to faster early reading time than previews that were completely unrelated to the context in moderately constrained contexts (current Experiment 1 and current Experiment 2, constrained contexts) even though no such facilitation was observed for semantically associated words in neutral sentence contexts (Schotter (2013) and current Experiment 2, neutral contexts).
Conclusion
The results of the experiments reported here contribute evidence that the presence of an observable semantic preview benefit depends on certain conditions being met but, importantly, we are now beginning to be able to predict when it will and will not be observed. Mainly, semantic preview benefit is unlikely to be observed when reading in a deep orthography, such as English, and there are no cues from the text to support it. This is important to contextualize cross-language differences with respect to semantic preview benefit because languages in which it is observed (e.g., Chinese and German) are more likely to have such cues (see Schotter, 2013; Schotter et al., 2014) . However, even when reading in a language with a deep orthography, properties of the text may provide cues that facilitate semantic preview benefit (e.g., visual salience from the preview/target instantiated by capitalizing the initial letter; ; see also Hohenstein & Kliegl, 2014) . The studies reported here demonstrate another property of the text that may encourage semantic preview benefit: constraint from the prior sentence. Furthermore, these data add evidence to a growing literature showing that sentence context facilitates (at least initially) processing of a group of event-related words, rather than only the most expected word form. Together, these studies suggest that the reading system takes advantage of any source of information available to facilitate reading. For the most part, when experimenters do not manipulate the text during reading, this is advantageous. Importantly, we were able to see the negative consequence of this risky reading strategy in that, when readers had assumed that the preview/target word would be easily recognizable and were incorrect (i.e., in the semantically associated preview condition) later reading measures showed a reading time cost. helpful feedback on previous drafts. Note: Keith Rayner passed away in January 2015 after a long and valiant fight against cancer. The first draft of this paper was submitted while he was living, but the revision was submitted after he passed away. Words cannot express how much gratitude is owed to him from his coauthors, who continue to mourn his loss. Semantic preview benefit was a topic of great interest to him and we hope this paper will be a fitting tribute to his legacy.
Stimuli used in the experiments. Target words (identical previews) are presented in boldface (not in boldface in the experiments). Columns to the right represent the synonym, semantically related and unrelated previews. Neutral sentences were taken from Schotter (2013) 
